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one of the few studies of imperialism to concentrate on southeast asia tarling s work focuses on the establishment
of political control from 1870 to 1914 and analyses attempts to re establish control after the second world war in
this volume a number of friends and colleagues pay tribute to nicholas tarling a distinguished scholar who has
spent a career illuminating the impact and legacy of european power on southeast asia the contributions range
widely from the early modern societies of borneo to the rise and decline of european imperialism to twentieth
century expressions of nationhood and nationalism in his own work tarling creates a blend of local international
cultural and intellectual history this volume tries to do the same as the contributors tell stories full of
incident and ideas publisher s description includes british policy in the straits of malacca to 1819 and the
collapse of the traditional malay state structure dianne lewis sir john anderson in malaya 1904 1911 khoo kay kim
overseas japanese overseas chinese and british justice 1931 ian nish law and order british management of malayan
communism during the interwar years 1919 1942 c f yong writing a history of brunei leonard andaya and the legacy
of british rule in hong kong and its interaction with beijing s objectives john wong imperialism in southeast asia
examines its subject against a backdrop of those countries that could at a given time be called imperialist
britain france spain the netherlands and the us examining the imperialist phenomenon from this wide ranging
perspective reveals imperialism as driven by rivalry it also facilitates comparison imperialism has elements in
common yet differs according to the territory in which it operates this is one of the few studies of imperialism
to concentrate on southeast asia nicholas tarling s definition of imperialism focuses on the establishment of
political control from 1870 to 1914 moving forward in time the author analyses attempts to re establish control
after the overthrow of imperial regimes in the second world war most recently southeast asia has become a region
of independent states and tarling discusses imperial ventures as forms of state building at the same time his
discussion reflects another contemporary concern globalisation and the relationship of the state to that process
nicolas tarling is an eminent writer in asian history his latest book will be of great interest to all those
studying or involved in asian studies history and politics the six volumes that make up this unique set provide an
extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in the majority of cases authors chosen were specialists
writing about their individual areas of expertise and had first hand experience in the region outline of contents
i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii empire building in the nineteenth century iii high
imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese challenge v peaceful transitions to independence vi
independence through violent struggle this volume is a festschrift for damodar ramaji sardesai b 1931 professor
emeritus of history at the university of california los angeles ucla where all of the contributors received their
ph d as did sardesai himself his work for over fifty years at ucla has been an inspiration to generations of
students and he has made major contributions to the world of learning and in his chosen areas of specialization of
india especially its foreign policy with regard to southeast asia imperialism and the history of the modern
european empires and southeast asia he has served as chair of the history department at ucla as well as bombay
university and president of the asiatic society of bombay the volume includes a biographical introduction and a
bibliographic essay on sardesai s major writings and contains new and cutting edge essays on the design of
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imperial vijayanagara famine policy in colonial india and how european imperialist policies created or exacerbated
the impact of famines the relatively unknown chapter of chinese gordon s brief indian career reflections on the
tamil humanist a madhaviah a man ahead of his time nationalism and the career of industrialist g d birla gandhi s
friend the chindia problematic india and china relations the state of philippine historiography and its
nationalist impulses the role of vietnamese highlanders in the vietnamese nationalist struggle and their recent
plight early malayan nationalism and the efforts of american administrators to protect philippine highland natives
from being forced to participate in international exhibitions as curiosities from the american colony this
collection of essays collects the leading scholars on british colonial thought in southeast asia to consider the
question what was the relationship between liberalism and the british empire in southeast asia the empire builders
in southeast asia lord minto william farquhar john leyden thomas stamford raffles and john crawfurd to name a few
were fervent believers in a liberal free trade order in southeast asia many recent studies of british imperialism
and european imperialism more generally have addressed how the anti imperialist tradition of eighteenth century
liberalism was increasingly intertwined with the discourses of empire freedom race and economics in the nineteenth
century this collection extends those studies to look at the impact of liberalism on british colonialism in
southeast asia and early nineteenth century southeast asia we see some of the first attempts at developing
multicultural democracies within the colonies experiments in free trade and attempts to use free trade to prevent
war and colonisation the period when the british were establishing political and commercial hegemony in southeast
asia also saw the foundation of the present day asian tiger economies webster traces the steps leading to the
consolidation of british interest traditionally the tumultuous period 1930 50 in south east asia has been viewed
as a dichotomy of european vs asian or imperialist vs nationalist this highly acclaimed volume presents another
triangular perspective and challenges established wisdom about the period the idea of race played an increasing
role in nineteenth century british colonial thought for most of the nineteenth century john crawfurd towered over
british colonial policy in south east asia being not only a colonial administrator journalist and professional
lobbyist but also one of the key racial theorists in the british empire he approached colonialism as a radical
liberal proposing universal voting for all races in british colonies and believing all races should have equal
legal rights yet at the same time he also believed that races represented distinct species of people who were
unrelated this book charts the development of crawfurd s ideas from the brief but dramatic period of british rule
in java to his political campaigns against james brooke and british rule in borneo central to crawfurd s political
battles were the debates he had with his contemporaries such as stamford raffles and william marsden over the
importance of race and his broader challenge to universal ideas of history which questioned the racial unity of
humanity the book taps into little explored manuscripts newspapers and writings to uncover the complexity of a
leading nineteenth century political and racial thinker whose actions and ideas provide a new view of british
liberal colonial and racial thought southeast asia has on the basis of the nation state secured both a large
measure of interstate peace and cooperation and a degree of autonomy from great powers outside the region asean
both represents that position and promotes it but it also depends on the attitude of the great powers the six
volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in the
majority of cases authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of expertise and had first
hand experience in the region outline of contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii empire
building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese challenge
v peaceful transitions to independence vi independence through violent struggle a discussion on the definition of
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imperialsim and how it is situated in asia both by area and by time a resource for students to consider options
for the term imperialism and to appraise its often unqualified use in domestic and international politics in more
recent times colonial armies in southeast asia offers the reader an accessible journey through southeast asia from
pre colonial times to the present day with themes ranging from conquest and management to decolonization the six
volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in the
majority of cases authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of expertise and had first
hand experience in the region outline of contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii empire
building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese challenge
v peaceful transitions to independence vi independence through violent struggle regionalism in southeast asia
provides the reader with an historical analysis of southeast asia from the distinct perspective of regionalism
southeast asian history is usually written from a national point of view which underplays the links between
neighbouring states and nations and the effects of these bonds on the development of regionalism this innovative
book begins by defining the meaning of region and regionalism and then applies it to periods in history in
southeast asia looking at how patterns of regionalism have shifted through time to the present day by focusing on
the regional perspective nicholas tarling gives an original treatment of southeast asian history its political
dynamics and its international realtions regionalism in southeast asia completes a trilogy of books on southeast
asia by nicholas tarling published by routledge the other two are nationalism in southeast asia and imperialism in
southeast asia did european imperialism invent asian religion casting faiths brings together eleven scholars to
show how western law governance education and mission in east and southeast asia shaped the basic understanding of
what religion is and what role it should play in society but as these essays show western ideas were not always
imposed at gunpoint in places like burma or indonesia many of these changes were initiated by european imperialism
yet they also reached places like china which was never colonized and japan which had an empire of its own and
decades after the empires were dismantled we can still see their effects in asian societies today provided by
publisher arc of containment recasts the history of american empire in southeast and east asia from world war ii
through the end of american intervention in vietnam setting aside the classic story of anxiety about falling
dominoes wen qing ngoei articulates a new regional history premised on strong security and sure containment
guaranteed by anglo american cooperation ngoei argues that anticommunist nationalism in southeast asia intersected
with preexisting local antipathy toward china and the chinese diaspora to usher the region from european dominated
colonialism to us hegemony central to this revisionary strategic assessment is the place of british power and the
effects of direct neocolonial military might and less overt cultural influences based in decades of colonial rule
also essential to the analysis in arc of containment is the considerable influence of southeast asian actors upon
anglo american imperial strategy throughout the post war period in arc of containment ngoei shows how the pro us
trajectory of southeast asia after the pacific war was in fact far more characteristic of the wider region s
history than american policy failure in vietnam indeed by the early 1970s five key anticommunist nations malaya
singapore philippines thailand and indonesia had quashed chinese influenced socialist movements at home and
established with u s support a geostrategic arc of states that contained the vietnamese revolution and encircled
china in the process the euro american colonial order of southeast asia passed from an era of anglo american
predominance into a condition of us hegemony arc of containment demonstrates that american failure in vietnam had
less long term consequences than widely believed because british pro west nationalism had been firmly entrenched
twenty plus years earlier in effect ngoei argues the cold war in southeast asia was but one violent chapter in the
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continuous history of western imperialism in the region in the twentieth century this reflective and provocative
1998 book outlines the emergence of the nation states of modern southeast asia it considers various ways of
looking at southeast asian history combining narrative analysis and discussion the book focuses mainly on the
period from the eighteenth century to the present it is divided into three sections the first gives a broad
historical overview of indonesia malaysia singapore brunei the philippines burma myanmar vietnam and siam thailand
the second reflects in a comparative context on significant problems in understanding southeast asia s past and
present the third explores the current state of writing southeast asian history underlying the discussion is an
awareness of how ongoing tensions between east and west shape history and frame the present this book reflects a
lifetime s scholarship and will become a major interpretive synthesis of modern southeast asia this cutting edge
collection presents a political reading of the power of modern sport in asia providing an interdisciplinary study
of political and cultural tensions in asia past and present through the key case study of sport it illuminates the
complex practices and legacies of japanese imperialism across east and southeast asia through the 20th century and
beyond focusing on the deep background to contemporary dynamics of intraregional tensions it examines sport both
as a tool of imperialism and as an agent of reconciliation as the region gears up to the 2020 olympics in tokyo
offering a unique contribution to east asian studies colonial and postcolonial studies and sport studies this work
represent key reading for students and scholars of east asian studies international politics and sports diplomacy
the nations of southeast asia today are rapidly integrating economically and politically but that integration is
also counterbalanced by forces ranging from hyper nationalism to disputes over cultural ownership throughout the
region those forces farish a noor argues in this book have their roots in the region s failure to come to a
critical understanding of how current national and cultural identities in the region came about to remedy that
noor offers a close account of the construction of southeast asia in the nineteenth century by the forces of
capitalism and imperialism and shows how that construct remains a potent aspect of political economic and cultural
disputes today for over a century french officials in indochina systematically uprooted metis children those born
of southeast asian mothers and white african or indian fathers from their homes in many cases and for a wide range
of reasons death divorce the end of a romance a return to france or because the birth was the result of rape the
father had left the child in the mother s care although the program succeeded in rescuing homeless children from
life on the streets for those in their mothers care it was disastrous citing an 1889 french law and claiming that
raising children in the southeast asian cultural milieu was tantamount to abandonment colonial officials sought
permanent protective custody of the children the uprooted offers an in depth investigation of the colony s child
removal program the motivations behind it reception of it and resistance to it the study of the history of
southeast asia is still growing evolving deepening and changing as an academic field over the past few decades
historians have added nuance to traditional topics such as islam and nationalism and created new ones such as
gender globalization and the politics of memory now available in paperback the routledge handbook of southeast
asian history looks at the major themes that have developed in the study of modern southeast asian history since
the mid 18th century contributions by experts in the field are clustered under three major headings political
history economic history and social and cultural history and chapters challenge the boundaries between topics and
regions alongside the rise and fall of colonialism topics include conflict in southeast asia tropical ecology
capitalism and its discontents the major religions of the region gender and ethnicity the handbook provides a
stimulating introduction to the most important themes within the subject area and is an invaluable reference work
for any student and researcher on southeast asia and asian and world history by the 1890s siam thailand was the
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last holdout against european imperialism in southeast asia but the kingdom s exceptional status came with a
substantial caveat bangkok its bustling capital was a port city that was subject to many of the same legal and
fiscal constraints as other colonial treaty ports sovereign necropolis offers new insight into turn of the century
thai history by disinterring the forgotten stories of those who died unnatural deaths during this period and the
work of the siamese state to assert their rights in a pluralistic legal arena based on a neglected cache of
inquest files compiled by the siamese ministry of the capital official correspondence and newspaper accounts trais
pearson documents the piecemeal introduction of new forms of legal and medical concern for the dead he reveals
that the investigation of unnatural death demanded testimony from diverse strata of society from the unlettered
masses to the king himself these cases raised questions about how to handle the dead were they spirits to be
placated or legal subjects whose deaths demanded compensation as well as questions about jurisdiction rights and
liability exhuming the history of imperial politics transnational commerce technology and expertise sovereign
necropolis demonstrates how the state s response to global flows transformed the nature of legal subjectivity and
politics in lasting ways a compelling exploration of the troubling lives of the dead in a cosmopolitan treaty port
the book is a notable contribution to the growing corpus of studies in science law and society in the non western
world ������������������2600���������������� �������������� ������������ ������� ��� this volume is a festschrift
for damodar ramaji sardesai b 1931 professor emeritus of history at the university of california los angeles ucla
where all of the contributors received their ph d as did sardesai himself his work for over fifty years at ucla
has been an inspiration to generations of students and he has made major contributions to the world of learning
and in his chosen areas of specialization of india especially its foreign policy with regard to southeast asia
imperialism and the history of the modern european empires and southeast asia he has served as chair of the
history department at ucla as well as bombay university and president of the asiatic society of bombay the volume
includes a biographical introduction and a bibliographic essay on sardesai s major writings and contains new and
cutting edge essays on the design of imperial vijayanagara famine policy in colonial india and how european
imperialist policies created or exacerbated the impact of famines the relatively unknown chapter of chinese gordon
s brief indian career reflections on the tamil humanist a madhaviah a man ahead of his time nationalism and the
career of industrialist g d birla gandhi s friend the chindia problematic india and china relations the state of
philippine historiography and its nationalist impulses the role of vietnamese highlanders in the vietnamese
nationalist struggle and their recent plight early malayan nationalism and the efforts of american administrators
to protect philippine highland natives from being forced to participate in international exhibitions as
curiosities from the american colony the oxford handbook of economic imperialism examines unequal commercial trade
and investment gains at the international level and explores how countries and nations can have exploitative
relations the book contains thirty four chapters written by academics and experts in the field of international
political economy the chapters in the handbook look at the history of economic imperialism from the early modern
age to the present they demonstrate the persistence of economic imperialism in today s postcolonial world and the
enduring control wielded by great powers even after the end of formal empire the book reveals how emerging powers
are expanding economic control in new geographic and geopolitical contexts the handbook highlights the
significance of economic imperialism in the structures relations processes and ideas that help sustain poverty and
conflict worldwide peter rowe and yun fu s second volume on the modernization of architecture in the far east
deals with southeast asia and austronesia including the 12 nation states of vietnam cambodia laos myanmar thailand
malaysia singapore indonesia brunei east timor philippines and taiwan as well as the ocean peoples of polynesia
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melanesia and micronesia the modern architecture of these culturally and nationally heterogenous regions echoes
local vernacular traditions and colonial as well as postcolonial hegemonies from both the east and the west the
book tells the stories of these separate roots and their culmination into contemporary architectural production
analyzing the distinctiveness and quality of approx 65 building projects that have emerged in the past half
century at the international level the twentieth century was characterized by the rise in national self
determination in the third world and by the rise of us power this book analyzes the dynamics of the changing
relationships between the united states and states seeking decolonization within the contexts of the us
relationship with the european colonial powers the cold war and the economic system its scope is broad in both
space and time this collection of articles brings together leading scholars as well as recently qualified authors
on a subject that was confined in the cold war paradigm but ultimately needs to transcend it the routledge history
of disease draws on innovative scholarship in the history of medicine to explore the challenges involved in
writing about health and disease throughout the past and across the globe presenting a varied range of case
studies and perspectives on the patterns technologies and narratives of disease that can be identified in the past
and that continue to influence our present organized thematically chapters examine particular forms and
conceptualizations of disease covering subjects from leprosy in medieval europe and cancer screening practices in
twentieth century usa to the ayurvedic tradition in ancient india and the pioneering studies of mental illness
that took place in nineteenth century paris as well as discussing the various sources and methods that can be used
to understand the social and cultural contexts of disease chapter 24 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable open access pdf under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives 3 0 license
routledgehandbooks com doi 10 4324 9781315543420 ch24 the chinese maritime customs service which was led by
british staff is often seen as one of the key agents of western imperialism in china the customs revenue being one
of the major sources of chinese government income but a source much of which was pledged to western banks as the
collateral for and interests payments on massive loans this book however based on extensive original research
considers the lower level staff of the chinese maritime customs service and shows how the chinese government
struggling to master western expertise in many areas pursued a deliberate policy of encouraging lower level staff
to learn from their western superiors with a view to eventually supplanting them a policy which was successfully
carried out the book thereby demonstrates that chinese engagement with western imperialists was in fact an
essential part of chinese national state building and that what looked like a key branch of chinese government
delegated to foreigners was in fact very much under chinese government control ���������������� ������������������
� �� ������������� ����������������� ���������������� 1667 1745 ����������������� ��������������������������������
�� like the widely praised original this new edition is compact clearly written and accessible to the
nonspecialist first the book chronicles and analyzes the twenty year struggle to maintain south vietnamese
independence joes tells the story with a sympathetic focus on south viet nam and is highly critical of u s
military strategy and tactics in fighting this war he claims that the fall of south viet nam was not inevitable
that an abrupt and public termination of u s aid provoked a crisis of confidence inside south viet nam that led to
the debacle students and scholars of military studies south east asia u s foreign policy or the general reader
interested in this fascinating period in 20th century history will find this new edition to be invaluable reading
after discussing the principal american mistakes in the conflict joes outlines a workable alternative strategy
that would have saved south viet nam while minimizing u s involvement and casualties he documents the enormous
sacrifices made by the south vietnamese allies who in proportion to population suffered forty times the casualties
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the americans did he concludes by linking the final conquest of south viet nam to an increased level of soviet
adventurism which resulted in the invasion of afghanistan the u s military build up under presidents carter and
reagan and the eventual collapse of the ussr the complicated factors involved in the war are here offered in a
consolidated objective form enabling the reader to consider the implications of u s experiences in south viet nam
for future policy in other world areas



Imperialism in Southeast Asia 2003-08-29

one of the few studies of imperialism to concentrate on southeast asia tarling s work focuses on the establishment
of political control from 1870 to 1914 and analyses attempts to re establish control after the second world war

Empires, Imperialism and Southeast Asia 1997

in this volume a number of friends and colleagues pay tribute to nicholas tarling a distinguished scholar who has
spent a career illuminating the impact and legacy of european power on southeast asia the contributions range
widely from the early modern societies of borneo to the rise and decline of european imperialism to twentieth
century expressions of nationhood and nationalism in his own work tarling creates a blend of local international
cultural and intellectual history this volume tries to do the same as the contributors tell stories full of
incident and ideas publisher s description includes british policy in the straits of malacca to 1819 and the
collapse of the traditional malay state structure dianne lewis sir john anderson in malaya 1904 1911 khoo kay kim
overseas japanese overseas chinese and british justice 1931 ian nish law and order british management of malayan
communism during the interwar years 1919 1942 c f yong writing a history of brunei leonard andaya and the legacy
of british rule in hong kong and its interaction with beijing s objectives john wong

Imperalism in Southeast Asia 2001

imperialism in southeast asia examines its subject against a backdrop of those countries that could at a given
time be called imperialist britain france spain the netherlands and the us examining the imperialist phenomenon
from this wide ranging perspective reveals imperialism as driven by rivalry it also facilitates comparison
imperialism has elements in common yet differs according to the territory in which it operates this is one of the
few studies of imperialism to concentrate on southeast asia nicholas tarling s definition of imperialism focuses
on the establishment of political control from 1870 to 1914 moving forward in time the author analyses attempts to
re establish control after the overthrow of imperial regimes in the second world war most recently southeast asia
has become a region of independent states and tarling discusses imperial ventures as forms of state building at
the same time his discussion reflects another contemporary concern globalisation and the relationship of the state
to that process nicolas tarling is an eminent writer in asian history his latest book will be of great interest to
all those studying or involved in asian studies history and politics

South East Asia, Colonial History: High imperialism (1890s-1930s) 2001

the six volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in
the majority of cases authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of expertise and had
first hand experience in the region outline of contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii
empire building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese



challenge v peaceful transitions to independence vi independence through violent struggle

Gentlemen Capitalists 1998

this volume is a festschrift for damodar ramaji sardesai b 1931 professor emeritus of history at the university of
california los angeles ucla where all of the contributors received their ph d as did sardesai himself his work for
over fifty years at ucla has been an inspiration to generations of students and he has made major contributions to
the world of learning and in his chosen areas of specialization of india especially its foreign policy with regard
to southeast asia imperialism and the history of the modern european empires and southeast asia he has served as
chair of the history department at ucla as well as bombay university and president of the asiatic society of
bombay the volume includes a biographical introduction and a bibliographic essay on sardesai s major writings and
contains new and cutting edge essays on the design of imperial vijayanagara famine policy in colonial india and
how european imperialist policies created or exacerbated the impact of famines the relatively unknown chapter of
chinese gordon s brief indian career reflections on the tamil humanist a madhaviah a man ahead of his time
nationalism and the career of industrialist g d birla gandhi s friend the chindia problematic india and china
relations the state of philippine historiography and its nationalist impulses the role of vietnamese highlanders
in the vietnamese nationalist struggle and their recent plight early malayan nationalism and the efforts of
american administrators to protect philippine highland natives from being forced to participate in international
exhibitions as curiosities from the american colony

Nationalism and Imperialism in South and Southeast Asia 2016-09-13

this collection of essays collects the leading scholars on british colonial thought in southeast asia to consider
the question what was the relationship between liberalism and the british empire in southeast asia the empire
builders in southeast asia lord minto william farquhar john leyden thomas stamford raffles and john crawfurd to
name a few were fervent believers in a liberal free trade order in southeast asia many recent studies of british
imperialism and european imperialism more generally have addressed how the anti imperialist tradition of
eighteenth century liberalism was increasingly intertwined with the discourses of empire freedom race and
economics in the nineteenth century this collection extends those studies to look at the impact of liberalism on
british colonialism in southeast asia and early nineteenth century southeast asia we see some of the first
attempts at developing multicultural democracies within the colonies experiments in free trade and attempts to use
free trade to prevent war and colonisation

Liberalism and the British Empire in Southeast Asia 2018-09-07

the period when the british were establishing political and commercial hegemony in southeast asia also saw the
foundation of the present day asian tiger economies webster traces the steps leading to the consolidation of
british interest



Gentlemen Capitalists 1998-12-31

traditionally the tumultuous period 1930 50 in south east asia has been viewed as a dichotomy of european vs asian
or imperialist vs nationalist this highly acclaimed volume presents another triangular perspective and challenges
established wisdom about the period

Imperial Policy and Southeast Asian Nationalism 2013-10-08

the idea of race played an increasing role in nineteenth century british colonial thought for most of the
nineteenth century john crawfurd towered over british colonial policy in south east asia being not only a colonial
administrator journalist and professional lobbyist but also one of the key racial theorists in the british empire
he approached colonialism as a radical liberal proposing universal voting for all races in british colonies and
believing all races should have equal legal rights yet at the same time he also believed that races represented
distinct species of people who were unrelated this book charts the development of crawfurd s ideas from the brief
but dramatic period of british rule in java to his political campaigns against james brooke and british rule in
borneo central to crawfurd s political battles were the debates he had with his contemporaries such as stamford
raffles and william marsden over the importance of race and his broader challenge to universal ideas of history
which questioned the racial unity of humanity the book taps into little explored manuscripts newspapers and
writings to uncover the complexity of a leading nineteenth century political and racial thinker whose actions and
ideas provide a new view of british liberal colonial and racial thought

Race and British Colonialism in Southeast Asia, 1770-1870 2016-10-14

southeast asia has on the basis of the nation state secured both a large measure of interstate peace and
cooperation and a degree of autonomy from great powers outside the region asean both represents that position and
promotes it but it also depends on the attitude of the great powers

Southeast Asia and the Great Powers 2013-06-17

the six volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in
the majority of cases authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of expertise and had
first hand experience in the region outline of contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii
empire building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese
challenge v peaceful transitions to independence vi independence through violent struggle



South East Asia, Colonial History: Imperial decline: nationalism and the
Japanese challenge (1920s-1940s) 2001

a discussion on the definition of imperialsim and how it is situated in asia both by area and by time a resource
for students to consider options for the term imperialism and to appraise its often unqualified use in domestic
and international politics in more recent times

Imperialism in Asia 2005

colonial armies in southeast asia offers the reader an accessible journey through southeast asia from pre colonial
times to the present day with themes ranging from conquest and management to decolonization

Imperialism Without Invading Armies 1976

the six volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive overview of colonialism in south east asia in
the majority of cases authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of expertise and had
first hand experience in the region outline of contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii
empire building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial decline nationalism and the japanese
challenge v peaceful transitions to independence vi independence through violent struggle

South-East Asia from Colonialism to Independence 1974

regionalism in southeast asia provides the reader with an historical analysis of southeast asia from the distinct
perspective of regionalism southeast asian history is usually written from a national point of view which
underplays the links between neighbouring states and nations and the effects of these bonds on the development of
regionalism this innovative book begins by defining the meaning of region and regionalism and then applies it to
periods in history in southeast asia looking at how patterns of regionalism have shifted through time to the
present day by focusing on the regional perspective nicholas tarling gives an original treatment of southeast
asian history its political dynamics and its international realtions regionalism in southeast asia completes a
trilogy of books on southeast asia by nicholas tarling published by routledge the other two are nationalism in
southeast asia and imperialism in southeast asia

Colonial Armies in Southeast Asia 2011-09-13

did european imperialism invent asian religion casting faiths brings together eleven scholars to show how western
law governance education and mission in east and southeast asia shaped the basic understanding of what religion is
and what role it should play in society but as these essays show western ideas were not always imposed at gunpoint



in places like burma or indonesia many of these changes were initiated by european imperialism yet they also
reached places like china which was never colonized and japan which had an empire of its own and decades after the
empires were dismantled we can still see their effects in asian societies today provided by publisher

South East Asia, Colonial History: Peaceful transitions to independence
(1945-1963) 2001

arc of containment recasts the history of american empire in southeast and east asia from world war ii through the
end of american intervention in vietnam setting aside the classic story of anxiety about falling dominoes wen qing
ngoei articulates a new regional history premised on strong security and sure containment guaranteed by anglo
american cooperation ngoei argues that anticommunist nationalism in southeast asia intersected with preexisting
local antipathy toward china and the chinese diaspora to usher the region from european dominated colonialism to
us hegemony central to this revisionary strategic assessment is the place of british power and the effects of
direct neocolonial military might and less overt cultural influences based in decades of colonial rule also
essential to the analysis in arc of containment is the considerable influence of southeast asian actors upon anglo
american imperial strategy throughout the post war period in arc of containment ngoei shows how the pro us
trajectory of southeast asia after the pacific war was in fact far more characteristic of the wider region s
history than american policy failure in vietnam indeed by the early 1970s five key anticommunist nations malaya
singapore philippines thailand and indonesia had quashed chinese influenced socialist movements at home and
established with u s support a geostrategic arc of states that contained the vietnamese revolution and encircled
china in the process the euro american colonial order of southeast asia passed from an era of anglo american
predominance into a condition of us hegemony arc of containment demonstrates that american failure in vietnam had
less long term consequences than widely believed because british pro west nationalism had been firmly entrenched
twenty plus years earlier in effect ngoei argues the cold war in southeast asia was but one violent chapter in the
continuous history of western imperialism in the region in the twentieth century

Regionalism in Southeast Asia 2006-09-27

this reflective and provocative 1998 book outlines the emergence of the nation states of modern southeast asia it
considers various ways of looking at southeast asian history combining narrative analysis and discussion the book
focuses mainly on the period from the eighteenth century to the present it is divided into three sections the
first gives a broad historical overview of indonesia malaysia singapore brunei the philippines burma myanmar
vietnam and siam thailand the second reflects in a comparative context on significant problems in understanding
southeast asia s past and present the third explores the current state of writing southeast asian history
underlying the discussion is an awareness of how ongoing tensions between east and west shape history and frame
the present this book reflects a lifetime s scholarship and will become a major interpretive synthesis of modern
southeast asia



Casting Faiths 2009

this cutting edge collection presents a political reading of the power of modern sport in asia providing an
interdisciplinary study of political and cultural tensions in asia past and present through the key case study of
sport it illuminates the complex practices and legacies of japanese imperialism across east and southeast asia
through the 20th century and beyond focusing on the deep background to contemporary dynamics of intraregional
tensions it examines sport both as a tool of imperialism and as an agent of reconciliation as the region gears up
to the 2020 olympics in tokyo offering a unique contribution to east asian studies colonial and postcolonial
studies and sport studies this work represent key reading for students and scholars of east asian studies
international politics and sports diplomacy

Arc of Containment 2019-05-15

the nations of southeast asia today are rapidly integrating economically and politically but that integration is
also counterbalanced by forces ranging from hyper nationalism to disputes over cultural ownership throughout the
region those forces farish a noor argues in this book have their roots in the region s failure to come to a
critical understanding of how current national and cultural identities in the region came about to remedy that
noor offers a close account of the construction of southeast asia in the nineteenth century by the forces of
capitalism and imperialism and shows how that construct remains a potent aspect of political economic and cultural
disputes today

Nations and States in Southeast Asia 1998-05-13

for over a century french officials in indochina systematically uprooted metis children those born of southeast
asian mothers and white african or indian fathers from their homes in many cases and for a wide range of reasons
death divorce the end of a romance a return to france or because the birth was the result of rape the father had
left the child in the mother s care although the program succeeded in rescuing homeless children from life on the
streets for those in their mothers care it was disastrous citing an 1889 french law and claiming that raising
children in the southeast asian cultural milieu was tantamount to abandonment colonial officials sought permanent
protective custody of the children the uprooted offers an in depth investigation of the colony s child removal
program the motivations behind it reception of it and resistance to it

British Trade and Expansion in Southeast Asia, 1830-1914 1977

the study of the history of southeast asia is still growing evolving deepening and changing as an academic field
over the past few decades historians have added nuance to traditional topics such as islam and nationalism and
created new ones such as gender globalization and the politics of memory now available in paperback the routledge
handbook of southeast asian history looks at the major themes that have developed in the study of modern southeast



asian history since the mid 18th century contributions by experts in the field are clustered under three major
headings political history economic history and social and cultural history and chapters challenge the boundaries
between topics and regions alongside the rise and fall of colonialism topics include conflict in southeast asia
tropical ecology capitalism and its discontents the major religions of the region gender and ethnicity the
handbook provides a stimulating introduction to the most important themes within the subject area and is an
invaluable reference work for any student and researcher on southeast asia and asian and world history

Japanese Imperialism: Politics and Sport in East Asia 2017-10-24

by the 1890s siam thailand was the last holdout against european imperialism in southeast asia but the kingdom s
exceptional status came with a substantial caveat bangkok its bustling capital was a port city that was subject to
many of the same legal and fiscal constraints as other colonial treaty ports sovereign necropolis offers new
insight into turn of the century thai history by disinterring the forgotten stories of those who died unnatural
deaths during this period and the work of the siamese state to assert their rights in a pluralistic legal arena
based on a neglected cache of inquest files compiled by the siamese ministry of the capital official
correspondence and newspaper accounts trais pearson documents the piecemeal introduction of new forms of legal and
medical concern for the dead he reveals that the investigation of unnatural death demanded testimony from diverse
strata of society from the unlettered masses to the king himself these cases raised questions about how to handle
the dead were they spirits to be placated or legal subjects whose deaths demanded compensation as well as
questions about jurisdiction rights and liability exhuming the history of imperial politics transnational commerce
technology and expertise sovereign necropolis demonstrates how the state s response to global flows transformed
the nature of legal subjectivity and politics in lasting ways a compelling exploration of the troubling lives of
the dead in a cosmopolitan treaty port the book is a notable contribution to the growing corpus of studies in
science law and society in the non western world

The Discursive Construction of Southeast Asia in 19th Century Colonial-
Capitalist Discourse 2016
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The Uprooted 2016

this volume is a festschrift for damodar ramaji sardesai b 1931 professor emeritus of history at the university of
california los angeles ucla where all of the contributors received their ph d as did sardesai himself his work for
over fifty years at ucla has been an inspiration to generations of students and he has made major contributions to
the world of learning and in his chosen areas of specialization of india especially its foreign policy with regard
to southeast asia imperialism and the history of the modern european empires and southeast asia he has served as
chair of the history department at ucla as well as bombay university and president of the asiatic society of



bombay the volume includes a biographical introduction and a bibliographic essay on sardesai s major writings and
contains new and cutting edge essays on the design of imperial vijayanagara famine policy in colonial india and
how european imperialist policies created or exacerbated the impact of famines the relatively unknown chapter of
chinese gordon s brief indian career reflections on the tamil humanist a madhaviah a man ahead of his time
nationalism and the career of industrialist g d birla gandhi s friend the chindia problematic india and china
relations the state of philippine historiography and its nationalist impulses the role of vietnamese highlanders
in the vietnamese nationalist struggle and their recent plight early malayan nationalism and the efforts of
american administrators to protect philippine highland natives from being forced to participate in international
exhibitions as curiosities from the american colony

Routledge Handbook of Southeast Asian History 2014

the oxford handbook of economic imperialism examines unequal commercial trade and investment gains at the
international level and explores how countries and nations can have exploitative relations the book contains
thirty four chapters written by academics and experts in the field of international political economy the chapters
in the handbook look at the history of economic imperialism from the early modern age to the present they
demonstrate the persistence of economic imperialism in today s postcolonial world and the enduring control wielded
by great powers even after the end of formal empire the book reveals how emerging powers are expanding economic
control in new geographic and geopolitical contexts the handbook highlights the significance of economic
imperialism in the structures relations processes and ideas that help sustain poverty and conflict worldwide

A History of the Social Integration of Visitors, Migrants, and Colonizers in
Southeast Asia 2020

peter rowe and yun fu s second volume on the modernization of architecture in the far east deals with southeast
asia and austronesia including the 12 nation states of vietnam cambodia laos myanmar thailand malaysia singapore
indonesia brunei east timor philippines and taiwan as well as the ocean peoples of polynesia melanesia and
micronesia the modern architecture of these culturally and nationally heterogenous regions echoes local vernacular
traditions and colonial as well as postcolonial hegemonies from both the east and the west the book tells the
stories of these separate roots and their culmination into contemporary architectural production analyzing the
distinctiveness and quality of approx 65 building projects that have emerged in the past half century

Sovereign Necropolis 2020-03-15

at the international level the twentieth century was characterized by the rise in national self determination in
the third world and by the rise of us power this book analyzes the dynamics of the changing relationships between
the united states and states seeking decolonization within the contexts of the us relationship with the european
colonial powers the cold war and the economic system its scope is broad in both space and time this collection of



articles brings together leading scholars as well as recently qualified authors on a subject that was confined in
the cold war paradigm but ultimately needs to transcend it

理性の夢 2019-07-10

the routledge history of disease draws on innovative scholarship in the history of medicine to explore the
challenges involved in writing about health and disease throughout the past and across the globe presenting a
varied range of case studies and perspectives on the patterns technologies and narratives of disease that can be
identified in the past and that continue to influence our present organized thematically chapters examine
particular forms and conceptualizations of disease covering subjects from leprosy in medieval europe and cancer
screening practices in twentieth century usa to the ayurvedic tradition in ancient india and the pioneering
studies of mental illness that took place in nineteenth century paris as well as discussing the various sources
and methods that can be used to understand the social and cultural contexts of disease chapter 24 of this book is
freely available as a downloadable open access pdf under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives 3 0 license routledgehandbooks com doi 10 4324 9781315543420 ch24

日本教育史 1910

the chinese maritime customs service which was led by british staff is often seen as one of the key agents of
western imperialism in china the customs revenue being one of the major sources of chinese government income but a
source much of which was pledged to western banks as the collateral for and interests payments on massive loans
this book however based on extensive original research considers the lower level staff of the chinese maritime
customs service and shows how the chinese government struggling to master western expertise in many areas pursued
a deliberate policy of encouraging lower level staff to learn from their western superiors with a view to
eventually supplanting them a policy which was successfully carried out the book thereby demonstrates that chinese
engagement with western imperialists was in fact an essential part of chinese national state building and that
what looked like a key branch of chinese government delegated to foreigners was in fact very much under chinese
government control

Nationalism and Imperialism in South and Southeast Asia 2016-09-13
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The Oxford Handbook of Economic Imperialism 2022

like the widely praised original this new edition is compact clearly written and accessible to the nonspecialist
first the book chronicles and analyzes the twenty year struggle to maintain south vietnamese independence joes



tells the story with a sympathetic focus on south viet nam and is highly critical of u s military strategy and
tactics in fighting this war he claims that the fall of south viet nam was not inevitable that an abrupt and
public termination of u s aid provoked a crisis of confidence inside south viet nam that led to the debacle
students and scholars of military studies south east asia u s foreign policy or the general reader interested in
this fascinating period in 20th century history will find this new edition to be invaluable reading after
discussing the principal american mistakes in the conflict joes outlines a workable alternative strategy that
would have saved south viet nam while minimizing u s involvement and casualties he documents the enormous
sacrifices made by the south vietnamese allies who in proportion to population suffered forty times the casualties
the americans did he concludes by linking the final conquest of south viet nam to an increased level of soviet
adventurism which resulted in the invasion of afghanistan the u s military build up under presidents carter and
reagan and the eventual collapse of the ussr the complicated factors involved in the war are here offered in a
consolidated objective form enabling the reader to consider the implications of u s experiences in south viet nam
for future policy in other world areas

Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts 1962

Southeast Asian Modern 2022-04-19

The United States and Decolonization 2000-05-15

Modern Europe and Imperialism: History in Maps 2016-08-05

The Routledge History of Disease 2013-08-06

Government, Imperialism and Nationalism in China 1980-10

ガリヴァー旅行記 2001-03-30



The War for South Viet Nam, 1954-1975
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